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Neural networks have recently known a major development due toadvances in mathematical techniques, better knowledge inneurobiology and to the increase of computing power in the recentyears. This paper gives some hints for aigital implementations ofneural networks according to the field of applic-ation, the timeconstraints and the cost. It shows that neufal networks can beperformed by a wide range of systems, from software only solutionsrunning on crassical processors to very d.edicated blocks.

].. INTRODUCTION

After a first bright period that
followed the formal neuron model
invention, then dark ages, Neura1
Networks (l[I\T) have recently known a newgrowth due to several_ reasons : new
algorithms, better understanding of
neurological phenomenons, real
industrial applications and new
hardwares, that al_Iow to perf orm the
neural network approach far more
easily.

Early in this stage, hard.ware
implementations were studied because NN
and their new paradigm of information
processirg, their j_ntrinsic parallelism
open new ways for chip architecture and
realizations. A lot. of technologies
such as opticsl), superconducting
devices, quantum well and so on can beof great help for making neurochips.

fn the area of silicon neurochipsr),
there is also a race between - theanalog and the digital approach. The
two have advantages and drawbacks :
analog systems are more compact because
they generally use physical phenomenons
to make computations3), the make the
most of t,echnological part iCularit ies ,they may mj-mic biological_ processn) , or
they can directly embed sensors to
build intelligent retinas) for example.
Digital systems are more accurate,
implementations of algorithms used in
the majority of pracLical applications
are easier, and programmability and
reconfiguration are also important

factors of the digital chips. This
paper focusses only on silicon based
chips, and more precisely on digital
realizat.ions.

2.WHICH KIND OF SYSTEM ?

The versatility of the digital
approach alIows to fit the hardware to
the application, and the use of
parallelism leads to a great number of
systems6). Neural netwo?ks algorithms
can be performed by :

1-. Software only solutions running on
conventional computers or on a
network of computers.

2. Softwares running on parallel or
vectorial computers.

3. Softwares running on machines built
with components ,roff -the-self n but
with an architecture specialized
for NN operations.

4. Softwares running on dedicated.
machines built with programmable
neurochips.

5. Systems using dedicated neurochips.
6. Programmable neurochips added to attcl-assical_ " system.
7 . NN oriented blocks that are

embedded in a foreign architecLure,
8. and so on...

IL is often a compromise between
perf ormances, avaj_lability of the
hardware, price that, help in choosing
the approach. Highly tuned designs
reach y"ry high performances, but aiso
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lack flexibility.
People often j ustify dedicated

hardware by the speed improvement
compared to workstations. Comparing
accurately with other systenls is
dif f icul-t, and meaningless on such
general criterj-a like OPS (Operation
Per Second) . The only kind of honest
benchmark is to program the same
algorithm on the different machines.
Furthermore, raw speed is not the only
criterion : 1ow cost, low power
requirement, high integration. . . are
also very important for the performance
figures, and it is often a very
complex issue. It also seems that new
areas for NN-technology are in
embedded, control or portable
applications, which call for different
architectures (smaI1, embedded, evolu-
tive, Iowpower...).

The system price is also a key
point : even a chip with a huge silicon
area, but with all the system functions
integrated can lead to a final system
(printed circuit board and other chips)
less expensive.

A11 this kind of remarks must be
taken into account when designing a
chip which is not only for research
purpose.

3. FOR WHICH APPLICATION ?

Some users of NN use pure software
implementations, running on conven-
tional hardware. This is the case of
most of current applications that run
today without the help of dedicated
hardware. For development and research
purpose, a dedicated NN machine shoul-d
combine the flexibility of workstations
with the power of supercomputers.

Other users require hardware
accelerators, but at a relatively 1ow
cost. The speed improvement, however,
must be higher than what can be reached
with commercially available systems of
the same range of price. The hardware
must be easy to use and should be
int.egrated with the system that the
users already have. This leads to
realize accel-erator boards that are
plugged into existing systems such as
PCs, workstations. For these systems,
the target is not only the raw speed,
but also the user-friendliness : a
developer may prefer to use his
workstation with its compiler rather
Lhan a specialized box, that is faster
but requires to fearn a dedicated
language or to port floating point

algorithms int.o integers (chips with
floating point are more easy to use,
but they lead to a waste of silicon
area for NN applications) .

From an industrial point of view,
one can afford the development of
chips if the market is big enougrh or if
the final application cannot be
realized wit.hout these chips.

4. FROM DED]CATED BLOCKS. . .

One of new development for NN is
the possibility of rron-l-ine " learnitg,
which could l-ead to many applications
which are limited today by the fact
that all the database has to be
presented again in case of adaptation
of the application, with time, and size
problems. Most of these new fields are
for embedded applications, where a
powerful workstation cannot be used,
for example j-n automotive. New markets
may be the PDAs (Personal Digital
Assistants) like the Apple's Newton.
They use handwriting recognition, which
is currently very poor, but the
performances can be increased by using
new NN algorithms and a better
adaptation to the user. The main
problem, apart from the speed, is the
power requirement. The CPUs of PDAs use
less than 0 . 3 W to operate, compared to
the 5 W of a Intel 486. The final
system must remain small- and the NN
part is not the preponderant one in the
system : in this case, small dedicated
NN blocks?) , directly l- inked and
embedded in the system seems to be a
good response.

5. ...TO DIGITAL NEUROCHIPS

Nowadays, most of usable neural
chips are based on an SIMD structure.
Other architectures, while remaining
interesting research topics, do not
seem to be as usable, due to
programming problems and to the fact
that the most used neural algorithms
(like the Error Back Propagation) are
based on matrix and vector operations,
and not on local operations. MIMD
machines are generally limited to some
tens of processors for efficient
programming and communication, while
SIMD machines can still use efficiently
more than hundreds.

The neural chip computing elements
must also be able to perform other
treatments such as image processing,
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data. processing. . . which represent a
significant part of ; whole
application.

The ideal_ chip should have the
following characteristics: it should
have better performances (through
parallel_ism) than scal_ar microproces -sors, Elt least for neural oriented
applications. It should lead to cheaper
systems , by decreasing the system
complexity, and by maximi zing the
silicon area effectively used. for the
targeted algorithms. A good compromise
should be chosen between- high
eff iciency for a part j_cular application(that lead to the development of a
dedicated chip) , and t ,general
purpose" ability (i.e. a chip dedicated
to NN algorithms and noL to oneparticular application), which al_lows
to decrease t,he development costs(which are shared by al_l the
applicat,ions in which the chip may be
used) , but may also decreise the
efficiency.

The optimization of an archit,ecture
must not. only be done at the level of
the NN function, but, at the application
leve1: several NN chips have very high
performances in NN processirg, nut are
very inef f icient6) for communicat,ion or
afg badly integrated in the sysLem,
which lead to decrease the overall
performances. When designing a para1lel
NN chip, the "Amdahl 1sryrr 8) must always
be considered.

5. CONCLUSTON

The choice of a good architecture
for digital neurochips is not obvious
and heavi-}y depends on the aim of the
system : devel-oping a research tool,
accelerat,ors for appl_ications, building
blocks in cl-assical systems, buildin!
blocks for high performance or
real-time systems, for dedicated
applications. . .

Within Philipr, several approaches
are . explored: the use of analog and
optical techniquese), ES well as
digital real :-zations. fn this category,
software implementations of NN onparallel machines (interpretatj_on of
infrared spectra on the pOOIvIA machine) ,realization of NN oriented machines
( Phi 1 ip s Gene ra l- purpo s e Neuro -Computer) based on Digit,al Signal
Processors (TMS 320C40) and dedicated
ASf Cs (L-Neuro l_.0 and 2.3) were done.

As far as chips are concerned., several
approaches are also taken : dedicat,ed
chips in coprocessor boards for pCs10)
or in parall-el machinesll) , development
of a high performance general purpose
vectorial iignal procesior, welf suited
for NN al gorj-thms and fuzzy logic
operations'2), or the design of Jpeciiic
blocks, that can be embedded with a
classical CPU core. Few mm2 of NN cel1s
can al-so be added to non neural chips
for performing special functions Iike
reducing signal crosstalk, improving
col-ors images or approximat ing
functionst3) .
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